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Myths offer fantastic stories about the hero in search of their destiny. Dreams too, present similar
plots and story lines where we must solve strange puzzles and explore cryptic clues to
understand our life purpose. As another sensory organ, dreaming allow us to explore existence
from a perspective that transcends waking consciousness. The dream will describe where we
are going, potential conflict and where we need to be. Dreams reveal an aspect of the mind that
operates from a more profound type of awareness and time sense. The Mythology of Sleep
makes self-help an adventure by exploring the dreamscape against mythical stories and
archetype themes. Popular radio personality, Kari Hohne is the first author to present the 3 parts
of every dream and the common cycles appearing in all dreams. Through actual dreamwork with
clients, the archetypes and landscapes of world mythology are used as a guide in understanding
the common issues explored through dreaming. This three-fold challenge and resolution
processs always reveals the hero's adventure of self-discovery and wellness .

Kari Hohne is a world-renown expert in dreams and this book is a culmination of her research
and findings. In describing the nature of dreams and in exploring how one interprets them, Kari
Hohne analyzed common dream themes providing us with a highly-intriguing look at them. But
to add to the exploration, she uses common myths from around the world to show various ways
the mind approaches conflict. The way one addresses conflict can be looked at from the
perspective of dreams, a FASCINATING concept that we had never considered before. For
example, dreams and their symbols provide clues to our behavior and to conflict resolution we
might want to address to solve problems. We get clues from our dreams and the more bizarre
the clue, the more likely we are to recall it when we awaken. Haven't you had amazing dreams,
you wake up, and 5 seconds later you forget what it was all about no matter how hard you try?
Perhaps pieces come back a day or more later, but if a dream is exceptionally strange and
unique, we have a much better chance of using that clue that our mind is giving us and our
memory of it will stick with us so we can take advantage of it. Kari Hohne uses one amazing
literary device, creating a hero who transcends the past in an adventure that takes place in a
dreamscape. We see the entire process unfold and the most important thing is we can apply that
to our own situations. The Mythology of Sleep describes the three parts of every dream and also
shows how dream symbolism is a metaphorical language of self discovery. Throughout, you'll
read example after example that give you a hands-on look at dream interpretation. The
Mythology of Sleep also explains the landscape and settings of dreams in terms of how they can
portray the current condition of our inner "terrains." This is truly an encyclopedia of dream
analysis, HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! --Ebook Tops siteI'm fascinated by myths and dreams so
this book was a real treat for me to read. The author of Mythology of sleep uses myths from



around the world to explore the common Symbolism and storylines and the result is totally
amazing insightful and revolutionary. This is an extremely thorough book about dream
interpretation that uses actual examples to lead the dreamer to understand the nature of their
dreams and the thematic content that is explored whilst we dream. If you are after a
comprehensive understanding of dream analysis and want to understand the psychology of
dreaming and learn techniques for personal use this book would be highly valuable. It would also
be very useful for anyone interested in alternative healing such as therapists and healers who
like to incorporate dream work into their practice. It's written in a manner that the average reader
can understand and overall the most comprehensive book on dream interpretation I've ever
experienced so I give it the full 5 Stars. --Ebook Tops siteI listened to the author on the radio and
it was the first time I heard about the three parts of a dream and the hero's journey as it relates to
dreams. The author has a wealth of knowledge to share from practical experience and this book
traces a common theme visible in cultural myths. It is more than a book about dream
interpretation - it also offers an interesting message about unity. A good read. --Ebook Tops site --
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorAs a dream analyst, radio personality
and creator of the popular Iphone App: Way of Dreams, Kari Hohne will show you how dreams
offer profound direction and healing that transcends waking consciousness. Her articles appear
in PubMed, OpthSource and Journal of Allergy and Immunology and her books include The
Mind's Mirror: Dream Dictionary and Translation Guide, Nothing Bad Happens In Life: Nature's
Way of Success, The Archetypes of Tarot and Tao te Ching: the Poetry of Nature. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Also by the same author:The Mind’s Mirror: Dream Dictionary and Translation GuideNothing
Bad Happens in Life: Nature’s Way of SuccessTao te Ching: The Poetry of NatureCopyright ©
2009 by Kari Hohne.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying, recording, or by
any information storage and retrieval system, without permission from the publisher.Published
by Way of Tao Books.P.O. Box 1753 Carnelian Bay, Ca 96140PaperBird is a division of Way of
Tao Books.Printed in the United States of America978-0-9819779-0-4eBook
978-1-4392-9589-2For Ed, the Armani dressed Master who taught me to walk in two
worlds.CONTENTSTitle PageCopyright PageForwardIntroductionThe Fundamentals of Dream
AnalysisChapter One: Odin and the Warrior’s WolvesTales of the NorsemanMotivation and the
Boundaries of PowerChapter Two: Isis and the Survivor’s FamineStories of Ancient
EgyptInstinct, Anxiety and Developing Self-WorthChapter Three: Theseus and the Negotiator’s
LabyrinthMyths of Ancient GreeceDepersonalization, Addiction and the Fear of IntimacyChapter
Four: Aeneas and the Protector’s EmpireThe Creation Story of Ancient RomeThe Subconscious
Net and the Fear of AbandonmentChapter Five: Percival and the Crusader’s GrailTales of
Ancient EuropeThe Imagination, Intuition and the Cauldron of InspirationChapter Six: The Zealot
and the Trickster’s MedicineMythology of the AmericasMorality, Conscience and IllnessChapter
Seven: Gilgamesh and the Shadow’s SnareAncient Tales of the Middle EastThe Victim and the
Forest of FearChapter Eight: Nachiketas and the Consuming FireStories of Ancient IndiaThe
Unknown Self and the Purveyor of DreamsChapter Nine: The Thread Running Through the
WayTales of Ancient ChinaBalancing Opposites in the River of ChangeForward“For Yahweh
speaks in one way, and in two ways,though people do not perceive it.In a dream, in a vision of
the night,when deep sleep falls on mortals,while they slumber on their beds,then their ears are
opened.”          Book of Job 32     
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and the Trickster’s MedicineMythology of the AmericasMorality, Conscience and IllnessChapter
Seven: Gilgamesh and the Shadow’s SnareAncient Tales of the Middle EastThe Victim and the
Forest of FearChapter Eight: Nachiketas and the Consuming FireStories of Ancient IndiaThe
Unknown Self and the Purveyor of DreamsChapter Nine: The Thread Running Through the
WayTales of Ancient ChinaBalancing Opposites in the River of ChangeForward“For Yahweh
speaks in one way, and in two ways,though people do not perceive it.In a dream, in a vision of
the night,when deep sleep falls on mortals,while they slumber on their beds,then their ears are
opened.” Book of Job 32 Since our beginnings, we have wondered about the puzzling
nature of our dreams. Sigmund Freud, a pioneer of dream analysis, believed dreams appeared
cryptic to allow transformative ideas beyond the defensive walls erected by the mind while we
are awake. Rapid eye movement (REM) proves everyone dreams. While we may not remember
them, our dreams change us in powerful ways.Working as a dream therapist, analyzing more
than 100 dreams per month, I have observed how dreams offer clues about the pathway before
us. Acting as another sensory organ, dreams release us from our habitual way of viewing
experience where we can explore existence from a more boundless perspective. The omniscient
ability to see our way forward, something beyond our reach during daily life, emerges as the
story lines of our dreams.Like the landscape and hero cycles of our ancient myths, dream
settings and themes are constructed of similar plots. Both present the journey of empowerment
for heroes who must traverse strange underworlds to obtain bizarre clues that will reveal one’s
identity and therefore, destiny. In this way, dreams portray how some aspect of the psyche
appears to know us better than we know ourselves, providing guidance that can activate self
knowledge and direction in life.Both myths and dreams portray beliefs, concepts and a way of
questioning and making sense of existence. They convey ideas that transcend reason as a way
of moving us beyond the known. Mythology’s primordial imagery existed long before written
records and similarly, dreaming employs the area of the mind that existed before
language.These fantastic adventures awaken the sleeping hero to the prospect of
metamorphosis. Utilizing a type of hybridization, a myriad of ideas can be blended into profound
morsels meant to teach us about our inner world. Just as myths orchestrate laughter, healing
and renewal, dreams too, are often comical, and offer inspirational direction during times of
transformation.We can gain additional insight into the meaning of dreams when we contrast this
symbolism against the backdrop of our mythical themes and hero tales. As we follow ancient
characters from around the world on a journey of initiation, conquest, and renewal, we observe
similar patterns emerging in dreams. It is no wonder, since both myths and dreams present the
exact opposite of what we believe to be true about existence. In essence, we dream about that
which we fail to acknowledge, or repress in daily life.The Mythology of Sleep explores the
transformative landscape reserved for dreaming where The Waking Power of Dreams lead us
toward a pathway of lasting fulfillment.Introduction“My friend, the mountain which you sawin the
dream is Humbaba.It means we will capture Humbaba and kill himand throw his corpse into the
wasteland.” Epic of Gilgamesh Tablet IV Each night, we drift off to sleep, believing the



trials of the day have ended. Little do we realize we will awaken to a world that is upside down
and topsy-turvy. As if we have entered a house of mirrors, nothing is what it appears to be, and
everything we encounter becomes a reflection of us.Sleep’s mythology spins characters and
scenery which personify our inner setting or how we are currently moving forward in life. Using
the principle of displacement, dreams move ideas in covert ways to bring taboo subjects into a
neutral space for processing. Other characters displace the idea of us to reflect personal
characteristics that are emerging and changing over time. Dreaming allows us to remain
objective enough to watch, rather than reject any new and emerging information.Just as
Gilgamesh embarks on a journey to confront the frightening beast guarding the Cedar Forest,
we are also the hero of a nightly adventure where we must confront the forest of our fears. When
we ascend the mountain of our beliefs, we look below and can tap dream imagery for its
profound guidance. Whatever would block our forward progress must be vanquished, and even
the most hideous creatures are meant to teach us about our beautiful nature. Like Gilgamesh,
we access its primordial power and “throw the corpse into the wasteland.”Although we may not
remember the strange initiation that gives form to our complex inner life, the adventure is every
bit as enlightening as every-day experience. We spend one-third of our lives accessing this
perspective, which Freud called “a peculiar form of thinking, made possible by the condition of
sleep.” We encounter the bizarre in cryptic ways that present us with a puzzle. Solving this
mystery sheds light upon our attempts at transformation. Like the mythical hero, we gain
valuable insight that will allow us to continue along the pathway of our destiny.During the day, we
hold tightly to our beliefs, and in the process, are stunted in our growth. While we sleep, our
defenses are at ease and this “peculiar form of thinking” has an uncanny way of tricking the mind
into exploring existence objectively. We spend two-thirds of our lives building the belief
structures that are disassembled during the time we spend dreaming. In this way, dreaming
reinvigorates the inner landscape which can become a wasteland.When we sleep, the body is
regenerating and healing itself at every level. Yet we believe this regenerative process stops at
shoulder level. When a solution to a problem appears elusive, I have witnessed how dreams
provide uncanny detail and direction for the dreamer, offering pathways of healing. Dreams are
more active during times of crisis, and therefore suggest unhappiness is merely the hunger pain
for change.Myths and dreams present characters and settings constructed of fantastic scenery,
frightening underworlds and forbidden forests. Both reveal symbolism or metaphors, which
package everyday ideas into a meaningful adventure of self-discovery. Emulating our mythical
heroes, we are on a journey to understand how light must overcome darkness. Both myths and
dreams provide a point of view that is unique and strange, but more importantly, can move us
emotionally and inexplicably toward a change in perspective.I have observed the common
symbolism and storylines common to both myths and dreams and use these transformative
landscapes to coach others toward personal and professional growth. In my book The Mind’s
Mirror: Dream Dictionary and Translation Guide and in my website: the reader will find a
comprehensive dream dictionary and additional interpretive tools. My articles have appeared in



Medline, Pubmed, OphSource, Journal of Allergy and Immunology and in the Journal of Trauma
Nursing.If we had a common language, it would be the global symbols of empowerment that
emerge from myths and dreams. Whether clients are deciphering personal clues from their
dreams, or exploring timeless landscapes to discover the myths they live by, these images are
powerful mechanisms that can unleash enormous human potential.
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identity and therefore, destiny. In this way, dreams portray how some aspect of the psyche
appears to know us better than we know ourselves, providing guidance that can activate self
knowledge and direction in life.Both myths and dreams portray beliefs, concepts and a way of
questioning and making sense of existence. They convey ideas that transcend reason as a way
of moving us beyond the known. Mythology’s primordial imagery existed long before written
records and similarly, dreaming employs the area of the mind that existed before
language.These fantastic adventures awaken the sleeping hero to the prospect of
metamorphosis. Utilizing a type of hybridization, a myriad of ideas can be blended into profound
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exact opposite of what we believe to be true about existence. In essence, we dream about that
which we fail to acknowledge, or repress in daily life.The Mythology of Sleep explores the
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toward a pathway of lasting fulfillment.Introduction“My friend, the mountain which you sawin the
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wasteland.” Epic of Gilgamesh Tablet IV Each night, we drift off to sleep, believing the
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mystery sheds light upon our attempts at transformation. Like the mythical hero, we gain



valuable insight that will allow us to continue along the pathway of our destiny.During the day, we
hold tightly to our beliefs, and in the process, are stunted in our growth. While we sleep, our
defenses are at ease and this “peculiar form of thinking” has an uncanny way of tricking the mind
into exploring existence objectively. We spend two-thirds of our lives building the belief
structures that are disassembled during the time we spend dreaming. In this way, dreaming
reinvigorates the inner landscape which can become a wasteland.When we sleep, the body is
regenerating and healing itself at every level. Yet we believe this regenerative process stops at
shoulder level. When a solution to a problem appears elusive, I have witnessed how dreams
provide uncanny detail and direction for the dreamer, offering pathways of healing. Dreams are
more active during times of crisis, and therefore suggest unhappiness is merely the hunger pain
for change.Myths and dreams present characters and settings constructed of fantastic scenery,
frightening underworlds and forbidden forests. Both reveal symbolism or metaphors, which
package everyday ideas into a meaningful adventure of self-discovery. Emulating our mythical
heroes, we are on a journey to understand how light must overcome darkness. Both myths and
dreams provide a point of view that is unique and strange, but more importantly, can move us
emotionally and inexplicably toward a change in perspective.I have observed the common
symbolism and storylines common to both myths and dreams and use these transformative
landscapes to coach others toward personal and professional growth. In my book The Mind’s
Mirror: Dream Dictionary and Translation Guide and in my website: the reader will find a
comprehensive dream dictionary and additional interpretive tools. My articles have appeared in
Medline, Pubmed, OphSource, Journal of Allergy and Immunology and in the Journal of Trauma
Nursing.If we had a common language, it would be the global symbols of empowerment that
emerge from myths and dreams. Whether clients are deciphering personal clues from their
dreams, or exploring timeless landscapes to discover the myths they live by, these images are
powerful mechanisms that can unleash enormous human potential.We may believe we can
remain static in a changing world. Our dreams of rickety structures and landslides reveal just the
opposite, because the foundation must forever give way. At the same time, the most hideous and
grotesque creatures of our ancient stories shed light on the healing pathway to overcome
disease, or how guilt, fear and anger can become self-destructive.There are timeless healing
messages hidden in our ancient stories and dreams. The Mythology of Sleep is a
groundbreaking look at the similar plots and storylines that appear in both. When we compare
the two, a reciprocal exchange of information occurs: mythical characters allow us to uncover
additional meaning in dream symbolism; and our understanding of dream interpretation allows
us to see myths in a new light.The Fundamentals of Dream AnalysisIn his first major work, The
Interpretation of Dreams, Freud described how dreaming condenses complex ideas into
digestible and accessible morsels. For example, the complex idea of exploring potential can be
symbolized by unknown rooms in a familiar house. Since the house represents our inner
architecture, the various rooms will symbolize personal aspects as we change over time.The
symbols which appear in dreams are not very different from their everyday meaning. The only



difference is that dream imagery presents a more holistic representation of our thoughts and
feelings. For example, we explore our sexuality in the bedroom. To dream of a bedroom however,
brings this aspect of our life forward for closer inspection. Since we generally dream about what
we are repressing, dreaming of something taking place in the bedroom reveals how we are
currently exploring repressed sexual dynamics to allow for a greater sense of freedom.The
kitchen is a place where we find nourishment, although to dream of a kitchen suggests the ways
in which we are finding nourishment in a broader sense of fulfillment. Therefore, dreams bring
forward what we ignore in daily life, at the same time that they lift us high above our lives to
understand our way forward.Entering a hallway can symbolize going into a neutral space where
we make choices as we move toward change. Since we are in the adjoining space which leads
from room to room, or the various aspects of our inner architecture, the hallway embodies how
these different areas are fundamentally connected. The furniture symbolizes the attitudes that
we rest upon, while the windows, doors, and lighting reveal how we view the familiar, unfamiliar,
dark or hidden aspects of our potential. The garden, roads, and adjoining structures suggest
what we cultivate for public view, while the backyard, basement and attic portray what remains
hidden. In this way, dreams are a snapshot of the inner workings of our mind as we explore our
evolving identity.Fiction and fantasy mirror the transformative dreamscape because like the
dream setting, there is always one hero embroiled in conflict. In the end however, the conflict is
always resolved.In my workshops, I use nature as a model for transformation because nature
demonstrates the promise of renewal and is always regenerating itself. Using nature as teacher,
clients identify a feeling and find something in the natural world which personifies this feeling.
When they follow nature through its process of renewal, they discover rejuvenation. Nature is a
great teacher of how to discover meaning in difficulty and always offers a transformative pathway
that leads to resolution.I may ask participants to identify a particular story in which they have
found a special connection. For the most part, this story will come to them spontaneously. On
closer inspection, they are able to see how the plot parallels a type of crisis they are facing. We
can be Hamlet with a spiritual message that cannot be validated, or Osiris defeated and
lamenting our sad fate. By following the story to its end however, we can explore its deeper
relevance to discover additional clues or insight about our condition.Someone drawn to the story
of the ugly duckling, which becomes a beautiful swan, might miss the special nuance of being
rejected by the mother. This story offers a healing pathway for anyone who was adopted or
overcomes unsupportive early dynamics to discover their beautiful and unique nature. Even
within family members, nature endowed us with unique variations to ensure competition for short
supply is always minimized. Against the demands of conformity, dreaming ever reminds us to be
the unique creature nature designed us to be.The reason most people ignore their dreams is
because they often view the dream from the perspective used in daily life. Our logical sequence
is non-existent during dreaming, which allows us to explore existence from a more holistic
perspective. Dream analysis leads to heightened self-awareness once we recognize how
everything in a dream is a reflection of us.The dream portrays inner dynamics using scenery,



objects, and characters which portray the dreamer. This all-inclusive approach is fundamental in
understanding The Mythology of Sleep. It is always one hero’s journey of self-discovery. When
we approach our ancient stories from this same unified perspective, we can draw deeper insight
from their healing messages.Dreams reveal the exact opposite of what we believe to be true
about ourselves and allow unrecognized ideas to come out in the only way the mind will allow.
For example, to dream of an aggressive animal attacking us will signify the opposite tendency, or
how our passionate or “uncivilized” nature may have become regressive or repressed. Because
we do not express its vitality during the day, we encounter it as something threatening coming
from out there. Additionally, the most important clues will appear as the least charged or most
insignificant symbols in the dream.Dreaming gives expression to non-integrated information. It
funnels complex issues into an objective format so even the dreamer’s ability to shut down
emerging information cannot stop the process of integration. In the same profound way our body
heals itself without our conscious input, dreams heal us when we are unwell whether or not we
remember them. It is usually a recurring dream, which brings a client into dream work in an effort
to understand its meaning. When we are stuck, its guiding message can reveal the way through
difficulty.The mind is the organ most important to our survival and demonstrates the same
organic healing processes as our body. The body knows when it is unwell and knows how to
heal itself. In the same way, the psyche understands the blockages that lead to crisis, and knows
how to resolve it. We accept the idea of psychosomatic illness, but shy away from the belief in
psychosomatic healing. Approaching dreams as the hero’s journey through a landscape of
wellness, we discover a new dimension in the study of dream interpretation.In the following
chapters, we explore how unbalance occurs, and how we are healed through the Waking Power
of Dreams. Like the mythical hero, abandoned as a child and forced to rediscover his real
identity, dreaming rehashes the past so we can fertilize the seeds of our future. Our Holy Grail is
the treasure we discover once we understand who we really are against the demands of
conformity. The story line of our personal adventure can span many years, incorporating the
past, present and future in a way which awakens us to our destiny. Dreams offer a perspective
we are missing when we are caught up in the habitual mechanics of defending our beliefs.The
Cycles of Myths and DreamsMyths are called cycles because we are told many tales about the
same hero undergoing various stages of transformation. Dreams too, come in similar cycles.
This pattern can be observed to generally come in threes, meaning a client will describe a
dream morphing into three different settings, usually right before waking. Regardless of the
setting, it is always the same hero in a different landscape of growth and discovery.Both myths
and dreams progress through conflict, discovery and resolution. In dreams, the first cycle or
setting reveals symbolism about the conflict to be resolved. The second cycle describes the
creation of this conflict, the move toward resolution, and utilizes past images, which have
contributed to the crisis. Oftentimes this second cycle includes family members, close friends or
childhood imagery and settings. Finally, the third cycle points to the new way which will allow the
transformation to occur. This final cycle is often bizarre and most mysterious to the dreamer, yet



richest in transformative clues. Although clients have a tendency to dismiss this last portion as
nonsense, the third part of the dream is often prophetic and most significant in terms of
healing.Most of my dream work is done online, which allows me to focus on the actual dream
content and its guiding message. Just like a doctor who analyzes laboratory tests or listens to
the heart to explore wellness in a patient, I use dream imagery to explore wellness in the
dreamer. I find the dream not only describes the conflict, it also reveals how to solve it. A client
can spend days explaining a current crisis, although the dream will sum it up in a few cryptic
landscapes. My website also allows me to analyze common dream searches, and I have
identified eight common settings or landscapes where crisis is transformed.The following
dreams of actual clients demonstrate the three-fold cycle of dreams:The first cycle will portray
the conflict to be resolved. “Cathy” is driving a car while her father yells at her for not driving
correctly. As children, we often heard messages that play as habitual, yet unconscious “tapes” in
the present. The dream shows how her motivation to go forward is being checked by paternal
tapes that have left her with an arrested sense of self-worth. Vehicles represent forward
movement in life, and in her case, these negative tapes are “driving” her. When we began dream
work, she was in a dysfunctional relationship that fed her low self-image. The conflict to be
resolved is how she must break free from the tapes that validate her lack of self-
esteem.“Maggie” dreams of driving around in the dark, looking for a dorm or a place to live. The
dream symbolizes how she is living the transient lifestyle of a college student, while she is in her
30’s and would like to settle down. Driving in the dark suggests she is not aware of the
motivation driving her forward. The conflict to be resolved is overcoming a feeling of being
homeless and lost.“John” dreams about a familiar house. Peering out the window, he sees a
policeman searching the bushes with a flashlight. Since the house embodies his inner
architecture, he is inspecting (flashlight) his public persona (outside bushes) against internal
laws and tapes (police). The house represents the familiar structure of ideas rooted in the past,
although the police personify the need for further inspection. The dream reflects how his feelings
about a recent promotion made him question his recent disciplinary action with a subordinate.
The conflict to be resolved is whether a self-assessment will reveal that he did something wrong.
He must integrate the new persona created by his promotion in a way which is acceptable to his
psyche.The second cycle describes how the conflict was created. Cathy then describes how the
dream changes into a setting where she is packing for a trip. In the first cycle, her father was
critical about her driving, but now he drives her to the airport. On the way, he tells her how he
feels bad and apologizes. She said, “I hate fighting with him and feel bad too.” The baggage now
symbolizes how she packs and carries her father’s perspective. In her words: She feels bad
because her father feels bad. It is interesting how clearly our dreams speak to us, yet we tend to
associate the dream with the past and miss its obvious relevance to the present: she carries self-
criticism that she adopted from her father. When she opens her baggage in the present, she
finds herself perpetually in dysfunctional relationships with critical men.The luggage in the
dream offers a treasure: your present sad state is only baggage. Since her father is now the



driver, she is given an objective view of what is driving her low self-image. She is not in
command of her motivation and becomes a passenger. Going to the airport however, reflects her
move toward independence, or a place where she can fly to achieve her ambitions and break
free from negative thought patterns.Maggie is still homeless and lost in her second dream cycle.
She continues to drive in the dark, again, reflecting her unrecognized motivation. While she
looks for a dorm, this time she is drawn to the downtown area because of its close proximity to
bars. We now see drinking or the importance of alcohol coming into focus. The fact that it is dark
suggests how she does not acknowledge how drinking may be keeping her from experiencing
real intimacy. This second cycle reveals how the crisis was created.John continues to question
his approach in the second dream cycle in a setting where he is getting on a school bus with
people dressed in black suits. He wears the same suit (an image of what is expected of him), or
how his motivation was adopted in the same way one is taught in school. Not only is he not
driving, he rides as a passenger with a group. The dream reveals how he is exploring whether
the new identity which came with his promotion is authentic or adopted.This imagery also
suggests anonymity, being part of a force and a lack of originality. Whereas the police were
checking him from the sense of conscience, (whether reprimanding an employee was morally
acceptable), the people in suits on the bus portray following others from the standpoint of
conformity. His inner turmoil reflected how he does what is expected but perhaps, is not
acceptable to his psyche.The third cycle of the dream points toward a new approach and can
reveal an “aha” or a breakthrough that can lead toward resolution. Cathy then drives a car
without her father in the third cycle (letting go of his influence and preparing to drive alone). She
observes herself from the neck up in the rear view mirror. She does not look into her own eyes,
but looks around them as she decides which stray eyebrow to pluck. This is an example of the
bizarre nature of the third cycle. There is an attractive male looking over her shoulder from the
backseat. She sees him in the mirror, and he helps her decide how she should pluck her
eyebrows.As a resolution, she explores her adopted image by looking in the rear view (past)
mirror (self-reflection). By observing herself from the neck up, the dream concentrates on the
head, or the ideas that shape her self-image. Looking around her eyes offers a message about
her inability to see herself clearly.The attractive male appearing in a woman’s dream is a symbol
of activating empowerment. He embodies the transformation or self acceptance necessary to
find fulfillment in relationships. As she moves beyond the male influence of her father, she
attempts to see herself through the eyes of this new male character. By plucking eyebrows
(which shape her expression), she is changing her response and grooming her perspective. She
describes how the dream makes her feel good about herself.As she incorporates this foreign or
unknown perspective, the part of her represented by this male develops in a way that can be
more than critical, but accepting and guiding. The disempowered hero feels bad because she
owns someone else’s “stuff.”’ She takes another look and finds encouragement to see her real
beauty. Because hair grows and is cut over time, it signifies ideas, which need to be groomed as
we mature. After this sequence Cathy moved out of her dysfunctional relationship and started a



new life, which better reflected her growing self-esteem. The work I have done with clients in this
type of transition is the inspiration behind the Protector’s Empire and the Fear of Abandonment
in Chapter Four.For Maggie, the third dream cycle is the first to occur in daylight, suggesting
ideas coming into conscious awareness. She continues to look at dorms, although this time she
finds one on a river (flowing with the changes) for “upperclassmen” (seasoned and mature). She
looks at a dorm that the “Greek system usually stayed in during their second year,” but considers
living in her sorority house. All of a sudden, she realizes she had already graduated from college
and did not need to live in the dorms. As obvious as this dream is, Maggie failed to recognize the
message: you are living as an undergrad and you have graduated. Her dream suggested that it
was time to grow up and move off campus.She is living a lifestyle her unconscious considers to
be the immature way of a college student. In her mid thirties, she wants to find a mate and settle
down, yet she sabotages each relationship.The appearance of bars and alcohol in strange
places became central in subsequent dreams. This suggested she may be sedating her
unacknowledged fear of intimacy with alcohol. Perhaps that is why her relationships are not
manifesting in a healthy way. She feels alone and drinks. On her dates, there is a lot of drinking.
She wants a real home and family, although she is hiding a fear of intimacy in unhealthy
relationships founded on drinking.The dream was clearly telling her to wake up, grow up and
claim her mature status. The hero wants to settle down and doesn’t understand how her lifestyle
is exacerbating her isolation. She is in the dark about how she undermines the very thing she
says she wants. The work I have done with clients with intimacy issues and unrecognized
substance dependence is the inspiration behind the Negotiator’s Labyrinth and the Fear of
Intimacy in Chapter Three.Finally, John dreams of a sinking boat, with “only the top sticking up.”
He calls Sears, and discovers it will take three and a half months to fix the boat. He goes into a
warehouse to look for help. A guy says he should find Ed McConnell. John looks at him
questioningly and the man says, “You know… your closet.”It is always this third portion which
manifests in bizarre or cryptic symbolism that often humorously, reveals the way through. The
“closet” reflects his adopted approach that felt foreign and may have given life to a closet
character or shadow. Boats symbolize how we move through the currents of life, while water
symbolize how we feel about the changes we face. When his boat sinks, it suggests the end of
an old way of moving through difficulty, suggesting a needed change in approach.Sears or the
“dependable repair people” portray a systematic way of fixing something. The mechanical way
the guy says: “Ed McConnell, you know…your closet…” combined with the images of men in
black suits portray how John’s psyche is questioning whether he is living authentically. As his
identity is molded by conformity, his dream suggests he is being a front man to a hidden
character he is having difficulty integrating.The time-period indicated for repair became
prophetic in resolving the conflict. Three and a half months from the date of the dream, the crisis
was resolved when the subordinate was asked to resign by John’s manager. In terms of
untapped potential, the guy in the closet presented interesting exploratory material, since John
failed to resolve the situation on his own. The hero questions whether he is suited for this type of



work. His approach sunk him and the mechanics needed to solve the problem are not
something he learned in school, nor did they come with his costume or title.In three and a half
months, his sense of authority remained in the closet, while the dependable repair people
resolved the situation for him. The closet character is a portrayal of the Shadow, which must be
recognized and integrated. That person we are afraid of becoming will actually stalk us as the
Shadow until we claim its power. Dream work with clients who are integrating the Shadow
provided the inspiration for the Shadow Snare of Chapter Seven.In each of these examples, the
dream revealed the opposite of what the dreamer believed. Inspecting eyebrows in a mirror may
be shrugged off as vanity, but actually suggested just the opposite: low self esteem and
searching for male acceptance. Driving in the dark and looking for a dorm is dismissed because
we already have a place to live. However, the dream reveals how we can operate in the dark,
which leads to an unacknowledged sense of homelessness. A fear of intimacy can sabotage our
relationships because we believe we are facing rejection, yet we begin undermining the
relationship from the start. The men in black suits on a school bus demonstrate the dreamer’s
unrecognized march toward conformity even while the dreamer believes he has grown in stature
and power.The boat sticking up that the Sears repair people can’t fix for three and a half months
displaces a complex work issue with a bit of humor. Our boat has sunk, although the situation
will be resolved in three and a half months. On a deeper level, the dreamer already knows the
situation will require the help of the dependable repair people. Going to the airport became
prophetic too, when Cathy moved to a new city.The third cycle of the dream often presents a
view of the future. Hidden within this cycle of the dream, I often see prophetic vision at work, the
nature of which is explored in the Crusader’s Grail of Chapter Five.In the following chapters, we
explore myths from different regions to discover the healing pathway of the hero. Each offers a
landscape which mirrors a lifestyle or myth we live by that becomes fodder for our dream life.
The dreams of numerous clients reveal how issues can usually be classified within these eight
transformative landscapes.Chapter OneOdin and the Warrior’s Wolves
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Ronny Khalil, “A well of inspiration. This unique book offers a fascinating dive into the mysterious
worlds we all travel every night. Using an eclectic collection of myths and the 3-part story
structure, Kari weaves a wonderfully colorful tapestry which allowed me to relate to my dreams
in a whole new way. The book is filled with timeless stories and archetypal themes brought to life
as she unravels some of the hidden gems available within a selection of dreams from her clients.
As a writer/storyteller, I found many of this book's threads to be invaluable not only as insight into
my own dreamlife, but also as a rich source of creative inspiration, offering many jumping off
points into mythical realms I hadn’t yet explored. Highly recommended for anyone interested in
tapping into the symbolic wisdom that flows deep within their psyche.”

Lisa C. Tener, “A Trusted Guide for Understanding Dreams and Tapping into their Power for
Personal Growth. Kari Hohne is a trusted guide when it comes to understanding your dreams
and tapping into their wisdom for personal growth. I highly recommend her books, her online
dream dictionary and her courses. This book is a great introduction to how to tap into your
dreams to change your life and have your ego and spirit work together for happiness.”

JenaHoy, “Five Stars. interesting read”

Helen Cotton, “This book was a real treat. I'm fascinated by myths and dreams so this book was
a real treat for me to read. The author of Mythology of sleep uses myths from around the world to
explore the common Symbolism and storylines and the result is totally amazing insightful and
revolutionary. This is an extremely thorough book about dream interpretation that uses actual
examples to lead the dreamer to understand the nature of their dreams and the thematic content
that is explored whilst we dream. If you are after a comprehensive understanding of dream
analysis and want to understand the psychology of dreaming and learn techniques for personal
use this book would be highly valuable. It would also be very useful for anyone interested in
alternative healing such as therapists and healers who like to incorporate dream work into their
practice. It's written in a manner that the average reader can understand and overall the most
comprehensive book on dream interpretation I've ever experienced so I give it the full 5 Stars.”

Sean Vanderhorn, “Incredible insight into dream interpretation and more. Kari Hohne is a world-
renown expert in dreams and this book is a culmination of her research and findings. In
describing the nature of dreams and in exploring how one interprets them, Kari Hohne analyzed
common dream themes providing us with a highly-intriguing look at them. But to add to the
exploration, she uses common myths from around the world to show various ways the mind
approaches conflict. The way one addresses conflict can be looked at from the perspective of
dreams, a FASCINATING concept that we had never considered before. For example, dreams
and their symbols provide clues to our behavior and to conflict resolution we might want to



address to solve problems. We get clues from our dreams and the more bizarre the clue, the
more likely we are to recall it when we awaken. Haven't you had amazing dreams, you wake up,
and 5 seconds later you forget what it was all about no matter how hard you try? Perhaps pieces
come back a day or more later, but if a dream is exceptionally strange and unique, we have a
much better chance of using that clue that our mind is giving us and our memory of it will stick
with us so we can take advantage of it.Kari Hohne uses one amazing literary device, creating a
hero who transcends the past in an adventure that takes place in a dreamscape. We see the
entire process unfold and the most important thing is we can apply that to our own
situations.The Mythology of Sleep describes the three parts of every dream and also shows how
dream symbolism is a metaphorical language of self discovery. Throughout, you'll read example
after example that give you a hands-on look at dream interpretation. The Mythology of Sleep
also explains the landscape and settings of dreams in terms of how they can portray the current
condition of our inner "terrains." This is truly an encyclopedia of dream analysis, HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED!”

K.Sultani, “A good read highly recommended. I listened to the author on the radio and it was the
first time I heard about the three parts of a dream and the hero's journey as it relates to dreams.
The author has a wealth of knowledge to share from practical experience and this book traces a
common theme visible in cultural myths. It is more than a book about dream interpretation - it
also offers an interesting message about unity. A good read.”

Taylor Hart, “:). Very enjoyable and informative”

The book by Kari Hohne has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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